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News from Prince Edward Island  
 

News from Holland College & Charlottetown Library Learning Centre 
Emily MacIsaac, Student Engagement and Instruction Librarian, Holland College 

 

At the Library 

At Holland College, we are gearing up for the new school year! This means we are double-checking our 

instructional material is fine-tuned with active learning strategies that were discussed at Library 

conferences and Professional Development Sessions.  

Instruction is not the only thing that gets a facelift - The Travel and Culinary Campus library got 

repainted this summer! Over the past two weeks, we were tasked with putting the books back on the 

shelves and cleaning up any dust left behind.  

 

September – October Programming 

Emily and Leslie from HC Library have teamed up with the Office of Retention to host the Student 

Success Series for the third time! This series started in September 2021 for five weeks and then it was 

decided to do another five sessions in January 2022. The HC library staff collected attendance and 

feedback data from 2021/2022 to compile a list of the best sessions to present this September! Emily 

and Leslie are super excited to meet all the first-year students and give them helpful advice to 

successfully navigate their time at Holland College.  

         

 

 

 

                            

Updates from the Charlottetown Library Learning Center 
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The Public Library made it to their new location, and it looks 

FANTASTIC! The space is modern, welcoming, and has 

delicious food to be enjoyed within the library.  

Emily, Leslie, and Rose stopped in for lunch and were blown 

away by how bright the space is and how busy it was. There 

were many patrons enjoying every nook and cranny of the 

new library. The new space makes it apparent that the 

library is a community space and goes beyond the books on 

the shelf.  

 

 


